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DOTTED LINES ARE NOT ON OFFICIAL CARDS, SO BE CAREFUL NOT 
TO LEAVE ANY REMNANTS OF THE BORDER WHEN CUTTING 

PRINTER SETTINGS 
SELECT: “PRINT ON BOTH SIDES” OR “DUPLEX” 

SELECT: “FLIP ON LONG EDGE” 

PAPER OPTIONS 
This card was intended to be printed out by 

each hospital as needed (this is the actual form 
that the CDC provided to hospitals…not a 

mock-up). As such, any heavyweight 
cardstock will work. Genuine cards have slight 

variations in cardstock and in size, so do not 
worry if it isn’t an exact perfect match. 

AGING THE DOCUMENT 
Always remember to age the document, 

particularly if you select an inoculation date 
that was many months ago. Real documents 
would have been folded up, the edges worn, 
and perhaps dirty (depending on the state of 

one’s wallet). Pulling out a clean and pristine 
card when you were supposedly vaccinated 

months ago is a dead giveaway that your 
document is not genuine. 

INNOCULATION DATE 
Make sure to choose an inoculation date that is consistent with vaccination dates and times in your area. For instance, 
some states only offered the vaccine to certain age groups, so it would not make sense for you to have a vaccine date 

that is not for your age group. Also, some versions of the vaccine have a 14-15 day period between the first and second 
doses, but remember that in the rush of people actually getting the vax, many people were not able to keep their 

appointments, or decided to not go back for the second dose at all. So choose a date for your second dose that makes 
sense. Also, use a different writing utensil for the second dose; it wouldn’t make sense to see the same pen (or hand) 

write everything all at once. Also, do not treat this document like a new identity and memorize it. A real vaccine 
recipient would not be able to remember the exact day they received the vax, nor would they have committed the lot 

code to memory, so there is the danger of knowing too much about your own “papers”. 

Above all, confidence is key. Do not be overly eager to show your paperwork, right now in the vast majority of cases, 
people are simply asking if you are vaccinated. If no one asks, don’t offer it. Do not be that anxious high school kid 
eager to show off their shiny new fake ID. This documentation is not some cheap novelty meant to sneak you into a 

bar, it’s meant to save lives. Never forget that. 

Also it would be wise at this point in time to consider other indicators and OPSEC considerations you might not have 
thought of. For instance, at this point in time, vaccination is very much a political indicator. As such, it would not be 
advisable to show indicators that you are politically conservative, considering the resistance that many conservatives 
have towards the vaccine. Also, by now, many vaccine recipients feel the need to virtue-signal; it is very common to 

see someone wearing a mask, yet being vaccinated. Some grocery stores and other retail facilities require either a 
mask, or a vaccine, but not both. This could be a trap…someone who REALLY got the vaccine would still be wearing 
their mask anyway. So in this case anyone who goes without a mask, is prone to more scrutiny. Of course, this is not 

the case in many locations, but it is certainly something to be aware of. Additionally, attitudes towards the vaccine are 
very wide ranging, based on everything from social cues to geography. As such, one must be aware of the attitudes 

towards vaccine paperwork. In some areas, the company/government agency checking “papers” knows full well that a 
vaccine card is fake, they simply “go with the flow” for simplicities sake, or because they have to. In some areas (like 
certain airlines), this paperwork is merely a formality, with a person not even really looking at it. In other areas, these 

“papers” are scrutinized more than a passport. It is up to you to determine the risk level and act accordingly. We do not 
recommend the use of this document to break any laws, this is merely an informative document. 
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Print on 70 lb. card stock.

Do NOT SCALE to print.

Print Front.

Reverse page in printer and print Back.

Cut right inside dotted line on Front.



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SAMPLE IMAGES OF GENUINE CARDS 
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